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INTRODUCTION
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Welcome to the exciting world of crypto, where Half Shiba Inu is shaking things up and 
making history as the first token ever to have a liquidity pool made entirely from Shiba 
Inu! This revolutionary new token is taking the world by storm with its innovative 
approach to community-driven finance.
But that's not all – Half Shiba Inu is also a 0 tax token, meaning that investors can 
trade and transact without worrying about paying additional fees. And thanks to its 
burned liquidity pool and renounced contract, this token is as secure as it is exciting. 
There's no doubt that Half Shiba Inu is run by and for the community, putting the 
power of financial decision-making directly into the hands of the people.
Built to be one of the first tokens on Shibarium, Half Shiba Inu is on a mission to reach 
half of Shiba Inu's impressive market cap. And with its revolutionary liquidity pool and 
community-driven ethos, there's no doubt that this token is poised for greatness.



HOW TO BUY
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SWAP YOUR $ETH TO $SHIB AND THEN SWAP YOUR $SHIB TO $SHIB0.5

BUY SHIB HERE
CA: 0x95ad61b0a150d79219dcf64e1e6cc01f0b64c4ce
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?outputCurrency=0x95ad61b0a150d79219dc
f64e1e6cc01f0b64c4ce

THEN BUY HALF SHIBA INU $SHIB0.5 HERE
CA: 0x8Eb94A06b4716093DBfE335cbdb098DEb2dcdE1b
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?outputCurrency=0x8Eb94A06b4716093DBf
E335cbdb098DEb2dcdE1b



TOKENOMICS
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0% 0%

Contract Shiba lp
Renounced Contract

Buy Tax Sell Tax

Initial lp burnt



NFTS
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HALF SHIBOSHI NFT COLLECTION
1000 Supply NFT Collection
50 NFTs will be saved for future giveaways.
30% of Mint revenue will be used for buybacks and injecting liquidity.
Remaining will be used to develop SHIB0.5 Further and much more.



SHIBARIUM
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Shibarium is a layer 2 blockchain that is designed to be a high-speed, 
low-cost platform that can support an almost limitless number of tokens, all 
of which can be traded with ease and security. But what exactly is a layer 2 
blockchain, and why is it so hyped in the crypto space?
A layer 2 blockchain is a secondary network that operates on top of an 
existing blockchain (also known as a layer 1 blockchain). The primary goal of a 
layer 2 blockchain is to improve the scalability, speed, and cost-effectiveness 
of the underlying layer 1 blockchain, while still maintaining the same level of 
security and decentralization. By moving some of the transaction processing 
to a layer 2 blockchain like Shibarium, DeFi projects can offer their users 
faster and cheaper transactions, which can help to attract more users and 
drive greater adoption.
As a result of these advantages, being one of the first tokens on Shibarium is 
a highly sought-after opportunity.



ROADMAP
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Phase 1: Launch Phase 2: Growth Phase 3: Apex

✓ Stealth Launch
✓ Create Telegram
✓ Renounce CA
✓ Burn LP
✓ Create Twitter
✓ Buyback & Burn
✓ Website V1
✓ Build Community
✓ 100+ Holders
✓ $1M MC

✓ Develpment 
Partnerships

✓ NFT Release
✓ Buyback & LP 

Injection
✓ SpaceX Billboard
✓ Website V2
✓ 1000+ Holders
✓ $10M MC

✓ CMC & CG
✓ Whitepaper V1
❏ Shibarium Launch
❏ Renounce CA
❏ Burn LP
❏ Bridge tokens
❏ Whitepaper V2
❏ 10000+ Holders
❏ Half of Shiba Inu 

Marketcap



DISCLAIMER
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“HALF SHIBA INU” refers to all components of the project, including but not limited to the overall 
project, token, website, and  smart contracts.  HALF SHIBA INU, as discussed in this white paper, is not 
a licensed, unlicensed, or exempted financial or payment service of any kind, or in any jurisdiction. The 
information presented herein is intended only for reference. It bears no effective or legal meaning, 
irrespective of any implied meanings. Additionally, as HALF SHIBA INU  operates as a decentralized 
community, it has no owners, shareholders, managers, directors, or any other entities exerting control 
over or upon it, directly or otherwise. HALF SHIBA INU  makes no representations as to the value or 
utility of its token or other assets, and does not hold itself out to be a security or regulated financial 
instrument of any kind. The foregoing document is not intended as an invitation or solicitation to invest 
in HALF SHIBA INU or any other investment vehicle. Nor does HALF SHIBA INU make any 
representations whatsoever as to the future performance of its investments or underlying assets, nor 
those of any other entity connected to the same. All users bear complete responsibility to perform 
adequate due diligence, including seeking legal, financial, or regulatory counsel prior to interacting 
with HALF SHIBA INU, its website, tokens and any other assets described herein.


